
9.2

It has been seen that ther'e are three overall goals for responding

scientifically to an oil spill. In designing a spill study plan it

should be decided which one or how many of the goals will be sought.

If the Argo case is any indication, all three objectives will be

important to some degree. The question then becomes whether all the

goals should be addressed in a single plan or separate plans, and by

a single group or separate groups. The National Contingency Plan, for

instance, considers only two of the three goals � assistance of

cleanup and damage assessment. Studies for mere scientific interest

are allowed to happen on their own. And of the two goals addressed,

the NCP provides for different groups to handle each.

Based on the Argo Merchant response, a good case can be made that

all objectives should be planned for together, and that one group

 e. g., a SOR team! should be established to coordinate and direct

all aspects. In the Argo case and other spills it seems that the

damage assessors are often drawn into the cleanup response anyway.

Substantial benefits were derived from the intermingling of all three

objectives in the Argo Merchant spill. The slick maps helped both

the Coast Guard mobilize equipment and the biologists plan stations.

The scientists lent advice, and removed the burden of dealing with the

press on scientific issues from the OSC In return, the Coast Guard's

logistic support in the form of planes and vessels accounted for a

large part of the SOR team's success.

On the other hand, there are somewhat different institutional
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and scientific requirements for achieving each oh!ective. A. biologist

interested in learning about the effects of oil for scientific interest

might best be advised to sample areas of maximum pollution and the most

sensitive species. A biologist interested primarily in assessing

economi.c damage may sample the area's important shellfish bed even if

the oil does not go there, on the grounds that damage in other places

is not important anyway. Different levels of speed and accuracy

are required for different objectives. An overflight merely to determine

the oil's direction can be far quicker than one designed to provide

a detailed slick map for scientific purposes. As another example,

it may be unwise to shackle a sample destined for a quick density

measurement with the cumbersome requirements of legal documentation

and chain of custody. It may also be unwise to make the scientific

response too dependent on Coast Guard support. For if there is a

conflict, Coast Guard resources will go toward mitigating the effects

of the spill, not toward scientific research. The public would have

it no ocher way. In other wards, with limited resources, i.t will be

impassible to do everything to satisfy all three goals at once . There

will have to be tradeoffs. Given this, it might be better to have three

separate groups internally optimize the achievement of thei.r own goals

than to have one central group do tradeoffs among all of them. In

any case, the following conclusions seem to be valid:

 l! The mechanism currently in operation for providing scientific
advice Co the OSC was clearly inadequate for the Argo merchant spill.
The RRT was almost completely bypassed in favor of the SOR team and the
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Oceanographic Unit for giving advice. Part of the reason is that

the RRT did not have the wide range of expertise necessary. Equally

as important, it had no capability of conducting research on its own

to provide up-to-date information and advice. The current rnechanisrn

will likely have to be supplemented, whether by one comprehensive

SOR team, or by an internal Coast Guard group. Even if it decided not

to include response assistance as a goal of the scientific plans, the

response advisory capability will have to be upgraded, or else the

resulting vacuum will just suck the other scientists into the Coast

Guard response all over again.

�! Even if separate plans are drawn up, some mechanism should be

planned to take advantage of the possibilities of symbiotic interactions.

A bird or mammal observer can be put aboard a Coast Guard cutter for

virtually no expense at all. If there is one team, everything can

be considered together. If there are separate institutions, some

liaison system should be set up.

�! The studies done for purely scientific interest present a

special problem. Even if such studies become part of a national

plan, there will likely be other independent investigators who will

arise after a spill to study it for their own ends. Thi.s was true

of many parties in the Argo Merchant case, such as EG&G, which wished

to test its drogues. A biologist may have his favorite species or

salt marsh to sample, a manufacturer might want to test the ability

of his drifter to stay with the oil. If these researchers have their

own funding and equipment, it would be difficult to make them subjugate
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their plans to something more in the national plan's interest. In

fact it would be an undesirable impingement on freedom of research.

However, some mechanism should still be instituted to try to prevent

these independent operators from interfering with other aspects of

the response. In addition, there are many cases where the overall

scientific response could be aided by these independents without any

detriment to the independents themselves. It did not barm EG&G to

drop drift cards for the SOR team. At the very least, then, it mi.ght

be desirable to require all parties planning to do research on the

spill to at least inform some authority of their plans. Much of

the value of the SOR team was in finding out who was doing what

and trying to arrange such linkages.

9.3 Institutional Factors

In the Argo Merchant case, the following i.nstitutional obstacles

hindered the response:

�! Inability to obtain equipment fast enough: This was especially
true of vessels.

�! Manpower and personnel problems: One of these was indecision

over whether to get involved, which delayed the response of academic

institutions by a day or two. Another even more important one was

that those involved in the response could not participate to the fullest

extent because of other commitments. This was true of all the academic

scientists and most of the government ones.

�! Funding limitations: Closely linked with manpower problems is

the issue of funding. There were two problems related to money that
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prevented the Argo Merchant response from being all it could have been.

One was a matter of timing, the failure to produce money quickly

enough. Most of the response participants became involved on faith

but became increasingly reluctant to continue without assurance of

eventual payment- The problem here is that the government is just

not geared to releasing large amounts of money quickly. The other

problem was the amount of funding, which set an upper limit on what

could be accomplished. This affected the biological studies the most.

Apparently, with the scare having passed, a political decision

was made not to coaaait funds for a long-range study.

�! Lack of coordination. While the response was somewhat coordinated,

there were many instances where one party did not know what the other

vas doing. There vere gapa in information flow, such as when the

National Weather Service failed to receive feedback from the an--scene

cutters, or when EG&G attempted to get permission to deploy current

meters.

�! Lack of leadership: For a long time it was not clear who was in

charge of the response. This was somewhat disconcerting to those

researchers involved in studying the spill. The lack of leadership

contributed to the four other problems mentioned above.

To be effective, a contingency plan should account for all the~~
factors. We consider each in turn.

9.3.1

There are several ways to provide for obtaining equipme«a

spill. One is to have the material on hand waiting
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widely apart. such equipment may be spread around the country is

a function of the immediacy with which the equipment will be needed

and the speed with which it can be transported to the scene. Another

method is to know where to obtain the equipment, but allow it to be

used for other purposes between spills. A third possibility is to

hunt up the equipment from scratch when it is needed, Each of these

mechanisms has its own characteristic response times.

Judging from the Argo Herchant response, when equipment was ready

in the area and easily diverted, such as Coast Guard helicopters and

cutters, the achievable response time was about an hour. Equipment

specifically designated for spill response but somewhat far from the

scene took about half a day to arrive. This included the Atlantic

Stride Team's equipment and the SOR team's equipment. When equipment

had to be hunted up from scratch, even when it was known where to look,

the response time ranged from two days to more than a week. As

Hilgram �977! pointed out, it took 47 hours for the first barge to

reach the scene. It took about two days as well for the NOAA data

buoy to arrive after it was ordered. It took at least 5 days for

research vessels to reach the scene and more than a week for the

bottom drifters to arrive.

Obviously, from the point of view of the spill response, the

ideal would be to have all the necessary equipment sitting around in

each area, waiting, But this can be extraordinarily expensive. So

generally. a choice will have to be made between the following:

either allow the equipment to be used for other purposes between spills



divert i t. for use during spills ~ or set aside the equi.pment speci f i-
ca] ]y for spills but for a wide enough geographic area that the equip-
ment gets enough use, as in the case of the Atlantic Strike Team's

equipment.

If we consider the hardware and software necessary for a prediction

of the oil's path as equipment, then modeling is a parti.cularly easy

problem in this regard. It does not have to be moved to the scene.

Joe Bishop of CEDDA suggested that one center could be used to supply

simple risk models immediately after all spills in the country. This

could be done merely by running the nearest historical wind record

through a standard program. The wind data would not be hard to store

in one place - it is already done. A similar central location could

also be used for on-line modeling.

At the other extreme of the equipment problem are research vessels,

especially those that can move through the oil. A vessel may be

needed almost immediately if subsurface transport and evaporation

are to be measured, or if a quick pre-spill baseline survey is to

be taken. Yet ships are not very mobile compared to air-liftable

equipment and must be near the scene.

9.3.2 Personnel

The main actors in the response should be designated beforehand

to allow for an early start. One important general issue in this regard

is 'to decide whether these actors should be based locally or nationally

 It should be kept in mind that the question should be

answered for both leaders and for actual legmen. ! Considerations



deciding this are largely the same as for equipment procurement,

except distance is not such an important factor since people are,

so to speak, air � deployable. What is important is the level of

expertise. A national team could offer more expertise, due to a

higher frequency of spill responses. On the other hand, locals have

a much better grasp of site-specific physical, chemical and biological

factors which are necessary in designing a specific response.

Generally some input from local scientists, even if only advice, will

be needed, especially for biological studies, which can vary more from

site to site than, say, slick surveillance.

Related to this is the question of what type of group should

handle the response a federal agency, a state agency, an academic

or a commercial group? In the Argo Merchant effort all four groups

played a band, but the main participants were the federal government

and the academic institutions. By the end of the response, the two

groups were quick to point out the shortcomings in. the other' s

ability to mount a response.

"For us to deal with a bunch of academic prima donnas was a complete

waste of time for us," said the SOR team's Jim Mattson. Two complaints

were voiced by SOR team members interviewed. One was that the academic

scientists had trouble mobilizing without assurance of payment, a

charge the academic scientists would be the first to concede. The

other was that the academic scientists were overly concerned with their

own pet research projects to do what was best for the overall response

Give research money to academics, said SOR's Jerry Gait, and one winds
up with a "hobby shop."
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The academic scientists, on the other hand, point to the fact

that the government, despite its talk, was not prepared for the response

and could not have done anything without local research vessels.

Moreover, the confusion over the lead agency and the general bureacratic

problems that accompany the government everywhere, hindered the

response, they say.

One idea that was expressed widely in interviews was to have the

SOR team come in for the early work and give way to a long-term

team of locals with adequate funding. This would give academic

scientists time to mobilize and let them work when the pressure was

off under conditions more amenable to academic science.

9. 3. 3 Pinancin the Res onse

Especially if academic institutions or consulting firms are

involved, funding should be provided in real time. Perhaps this could

be done by including scientific activities among those for which the

National Contingency Plan's revolving pollution fund could be used.

This is probably not a very good idea.

This is because the costs of cleanup and prevention incurred by

the fund are replenished by the spiller or his agent, but a case

might be made that a spiller should not be held responsible for

spill-of-opportunity research. Secondly, it is not desirable to have

the Coast Guard Commandant control the purse strings of scientific

research. An alternative is to have a separate revolving fund for

research, but it is unclear where the money would come from and how

it would be replenished. One possibility is to draw money from the
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usuperfund- Perhaps the best bet is to budget money to the group

in charge, or require the lead agency to set aside some budgeted

money each year.

9.3.4 Leadershi and Coordinat ion

One lesson that seems clear is that a strong leader seems needed�

either a person, an interagency group  such as the NRT or the inter-

agency coordinating committee! or a lead agency. The National

Contingency Plan did not specify a lead scientific agency. The

vying for this post by EPA and NOAA greatly confused the response.

There must be on-scene leadership at the l.east, and possibly overall,

political leadership from Washington. Coordination is also sorely

needed between the scientific response and the cleanup response and

between different branches of the scientific response. A strong leader
can provide this coordination. Ef not, a series of liaison men may be

needed. The dual liaison system involving the SOR team and the

Oceanographic Unit seemed to link the Coast Guard and academicians

well. Finally, whatever plan is arrived at, it should be incorporated
into the National Contingency Plan in some way.

9.4 Scientific As ects

9.4.l What is Needed

The first step toward determining what should be done after a
spill is to determine what is needed for achievement of the various
go als of a scientific response.
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AID TO OSC: Perhaps the most important informati.on for the OSC  in

tbe Argo Merchant case at least! had nothing to do with the oil itself.

Rather it was knowledge and forecasts of wind and weather for use

in planning cleanup and salvage efforts. Just about as important

were knowledge and forecasts of the oil's position. Both short-term

 on-line! and lang-term  risk! models were needed. On a secondary

level, Rein needed capability to predict weathering and the effects

of oil for decisions such as where to tow the bow, when to blow up

the bow, when the harmfulness of the oil would diminish and whether

burning would be feasible. In general, it appears that the greater

the cleanup capability, the greater the need to forecast weathering,

spreading and effects  as opposed to mere advection! of the oil.

BIO-ASSESSMENT: To one degree or another, any assessment will require

long-term data collected both after and  if possible! before the

spill. It will require data from contaminated and control areas.

Very generally then, an assessment requires an ability to

distinguish contaminated areas control areas and affected organisms

from unaffected. In the past this has often meant concentrating on

benthos, which are immobile and easily sampled. It also means that

attention should be paid in designing a plan ta the potential for

taking advantage of ongoing programs, such as the OCS baseline studies

and, in the Northeast, Ocean Pulse. These programs will provide data

methodology and equipment. In a given region there are also likely

to be scattered and patchy data available from independent research,

most of it probably not related to oil spills. These too should be
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capitalized upon, if possible. However, the less specifically

designed for oil spills the experiment was, the less the protocol

should be followed. Over-reliance on established protocol may have

worked to the detriment of NMFS after the Argo Nerchant spill.

Apparently, such aver-reliance has been true in the past, for the

National Academy of Sciences �975! saw fit to warn that "Previous

baseline surveys should not be used as a reason to adopt obsolete

methods or devote efforts to areas that are different from the spill

area. u

A UISITEON OP KNOWLEDGE: This is an open-ended category � almost

anything goes. However, the ultimate goal of such research should be

ta help improve future cleanups and assessments. One activi.ty that

suggests itsel.f iuauediately is to use the spill as an opportunity to

teet cleanup equipment. Not only is this an obvious and important

use of a spill of opportunity, but, if the experiment is a success,
a beneficial one as well.

9.k. 2 Some S e c if i c Act ivi t ies and Methods

Discussing specific activities and methods on the basis of one

case study is even more tenuous than discussing organizational or

general scientific aspects. The warning that what is good for one

spill might not be so for another is re-emphasized. Nevertheless,
for what it's worth, here are some activities and methods that stood
Out in some way in their respective categories in the Argo ?merchant
response .'



PARTICULARLY SUCCESSFUL ACTIVITIES: In this category, the nominees

are the following:  a! quick and early and frequent meteorological

measurements and forecasts;  b! the underwater photography for

observing slick movement and dispersion;  c! the careful mapping

flights, although remote sensing would be better;  d! the satellite

trackable buoy for both long-range tracking and long-term current

movements;  e! the on-board quick screening of sediment and

water column samples, which helped improve the sampling strategy en

route and also prevented the needless and costly analysis of all

samples;  f! the distillation test and measurement of the physical

properties of both fresh and artificially weathered oil;  g! the

sterile bag sampler for beneath-slick water column samples, though

it is made of plastic,'  h! the leeway experiments;  i! cytological

examinations of eggs to detect moribundity as well as mortality;

 j! benthic sampling because it i.s relatively easy to distinguish

contaminated from non-contaminated areas.

NOT-SO-USEFUL ACTIVITIES: Among the activities that were not very

useful and offer little promise of being useful in future incidents

are the following:  a! plywood drifters for open ocean tracking;

 b! estimating spill volume from overflights alone;  c! the feeding

analysis;  d! dye drogues except for very short � term measurements.

NOT-SO-USEFUL ACTIVITIES THAT COULD BK USEFUL: Included in this group

of potentially valuable activities which for some institutional or

scientific reason did not live up to their potential in the Argo
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Merchant response are:  a! remote sensing of the slick  including

visual observations! which could have benefited from simultaneous

sampling to provide "ground truth" correlations,'

 h! visual observations of pancake growth, which could have been better

if done on one pancake',  c! on-line slick modeling, which could have

been more automated, on-line quicker and given more information than just

the outer limits.  d! zooplankton tows, which could 'have been more

extensive  e! neuston tows for eggs and larvae  because of their

sensitivity to oil and importance to fish stock maintenance! which

also could have been more extensive;  f! laboratory studies, had

actual Argo Merchant oil been used in observed concentrations;

 g! cargo sampling had there been more than one;  h! sediment

sampling;  i! sublethal effects testing, if better correlated

with exposure levels and tissue hydrocarbon levels.

GAPS; Among the major gaps in our ability, as pointed out in the Argo
Merchant response, are the following. These are gapa in methodology
a»d do not include our overall lack of ability to model oil and

understand its effects:  a! ability to measure the amount of oil

either in the field or leaking from the ship. This puts a limit on how

well the oil's fate be determined because it prevents using a mass
balance approach;  b! capability to perform biological analyses on
ship. According to Fred Thurberg of NMFS, Milford, many fish tissues
begin to decay quickly and cannot be preserved well by freezing. On-
»ard analyses might be required and is being developed as part of
the Ocean pulse program;  c! ability to sample biota beneath and in
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oiled areas without clogging nets ang contaminating non-contaminated

organisms.

9.4.3 The "S stems" A roach

In choosing activities it should be kept in ming

thing will be possible and that tradeoffs will have

broader or "systems" view should also be kept in ming. Various thin

to be kept in mind are pointed out in this section. Unfortunat l

while it is necessary to point them out, it is not sufficient. Far

more difficult is to actually design a plan considering these

factors. Among them:

TRADEOFFS WITHIN ACTIVITIES: It is not enough for the plan to say

TINING: The laplan should not only tel.l what activities should

attempted but in what order as well. It th timing of the activity an
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merely what activities are to be undertaken. As Chapter 7 has shown,

issues of time and space scales and various resolutions must be

considered and the plan should at least give rough guidelines for these.

Unfortunately, increasing the resolution or coverage in one dimension

usually entails decreasing it in another. A photograph from higher

altitudes gives better synopticity ang wider coverage but less fine

resolution. A box corer takes a deeper sediment sample

Smith-MacIntyre grab but takes an hour longer as well. The actual

sample coverage ang spacing will be determined both by the requ«emen

that the activity adequately cover what is being studied ang by th

~overage and spacing of other, related activities in the response.



turn-around tiore are important to consider. Timing wi11 be

determined by events of the overall response  e.g. the time until the

ship breaks up is roughly the time available for baseline measure-

ments in the slick's eventual path!; by characteristic travel times

 e.g. to land!; residence times of oil or characteristic time frames of

a particular process  e.g. evaporation!, or by the need to conduct one

activity before or concurrently with another. For instance, it might

be wise in a future spill to forget about time-consuming sediment

sampling at first and merely run several transects taking many ~ster

column sarrrples. Baseline measurements are another obvious time-limited

activity. But to conduct baseline measurements in the eventual path

of the spill before the spill occurs might require that a risk assessment

model be run before that. And so on. Once again, easier said than done.

THE STATE OF THE ART: The state of the art sets an. effective ceiling

on what can be accomplished. Planning should take notice of the state

of the art level, by which is meant the best achievable response

given the best equipment and personnel available, ample funding,

near-perfect foresight, etc.  in other words, limited only by forces

beyond hurrran control!. PIanning should also pay attention to the

typically achieved level and to the desirable ar acceptable level.

If the acceptable level is beyond the state of the art level, then

planning a spill response won't help much at all, particularly if the

typically achieved level is already close to the state of the art. In

such cases, it's better to forget about the spill response and concentrate

instead on furthering the state of the art. Of course, one of the best
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ways to further the state of the art is to study spills of opportunity.

If it is beyond the state of the art to assess damage from a spill in

economic terms, perhaps it is futile to attempt it. Rather than making

broad surveys for damage assessment, it may be better to concentrate

on one well.-designed experiment of one biological. aspect, such as

following a cohort of larvae to determine effects as a function of

intensity and duration of exposure.

LABORATORY VS FIKLDWORK: In designing studies to advance the state

of the art, consideration should be given to what is best learned in

the lab and what best in the field. Post � spill studies are much more

difficult and expensive than lab studies and should be avoided if

possible. Usually, as has been said, they cannot, because lab

studies are insufficient. Best use will be made of both techniques

if field work is used to design and calibrate lab tests.

There is also a compromise between lab studi.es and post-spill

studies the planned spill study. This has many of the attributes

of a real  accidental! spill but allows measuring stations to be

set up in advance, the ideal site to be picked, etc. These type of

tests have been used in the past by many researchers  Smith and MacIntyre,

1971; Smith, 1974; McAuliffe, 1977; Bieri and Stamoodis, 1977! and the

SOR team is considering some for its program. Apparently, however,

the legal obstacles to conducting these tests are large, perhaps

understandably so.
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A FINAL CAVEAT: Throughout this entire paper ft has bean
s ean assumed

tffic response pos

however. s s only one
y

l,ooked « f"

is not as high c eanup
Many of those i

l s be one obstacle

be eliminated annera,
and that is the amount of money devoted to it. Ho response will be
given the money to do a complete fob, especially for pure research

purposes, and probably rightly so. Planning is still desirable to

achieve the best response for a given cost, and to that end, various

activities should be pre-costed and prforftfzed. Another thing

that planners can do in this case is to pay attention to fixed and

marginal costs. Certain thfngs, such as spill surveillance, are likely

to be done anyway, to aid the response. These are fixed costs. Vfth

Just a little bit more ef fort something could be learned from the same

activity. Similarly, if sediment hydrocarbon levels are being measured

for a damage assessment, f.t might cost little extra to measure suspended

sediment types and levels in an attempt to better define sedfment-

fnduced sinking of oil.
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Elizabeth City, N .C.

FRANK WILLIAMS
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Dates in parentheses indicate telephone conversations;
others are in-person interviews. Telephone interviews generally
lasted between 15 minutes and 1 hour, in-person interviews
from 1 hour to 2 I/2 hours. For abbreviations, see list of
abbreviations at front of report.

NOTE:

a,b,c,d,e: Common superscripts denote at least partly simultaneous
interviews on date indicated.
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LE I., N.Y.

 AUG 18!
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R&D Ctr
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USC
USCG
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UV
WHO I
XBT
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Aero-Marine Surveys, Inc.
Airborne Radiation Thermometer
Atlantic Strike Team  Coast Guard!
Bureau of Land Management  Dept. of Enterior!
Center for Experiment Design and Data Analysis  NOAA!
Datum Marker Buoy
Environmental Protection Agency
Energy Resources Company, Inc.  Cambridge, Mass.!
Energy Research and Development Administration
Infrared

Marine Resources Monitoring, Assessment and Prediction Program
 NEFC!

Marine Biological Laboratory  Woods Hole, Mass.!
Marine Ecosystems Analysis  NOAA!
Massachusetts Institute of Technology  Cambridge, Mass.!
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National  Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution! Contingency

P lan

Northeast Fisheries Center  HMFS!
National Marine Fisheries Service  NOAA!
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration  Dept. of

Commer ce!
National Response Team
Naval Underwater Systems Center  Newport, R.I.!
National Weather Service  NOAA!
Outer Continental Shelf

Outer Continental Shelf Environmental Assessment Program  NOAA!
On � Scene Coordinator

Coast Guard Research and Development Center  Groton, Conn.!
Regional Response Team
Spilled Oil Research Team  NOAA/Coast Guard!
University of Rhode Island  Kingston, R.I.!
University of Southern California  Los Angeles, Cal.!
U.S. Coast Guard  Dept. of Transportation!
V.S. Geological Survey  Dept. of Interior!
Ultraviolet

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution  Woods Hole, Mass.!
Expendable Bathythermograph



APPENDIX

DAY BY-DAY SUNNARY OF SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITIES, DFC 17 - iAN 9

KEY TO FIGURFS h-I THROUGH A-24

SChTTKRED PANChKKS

"PANCAKE I"

POSITIONS OF NOAA SATELLITE TRACKABLE BUOY. CL'FAR SYHBOLS ARF
LhsT REPDRTED PosrTIUN FRQH DAY BEFDRE AND FIRB PosITIDN
REPORTED TRF. DAY hFTER.

oiL BOUNDhRY  NOTE: SHhDING HELPS ILLUSTRATE sPILL BDUNDARIEs-
CONTINLOUS SHADING DOES NOT INDICATE THAT OIL CONPLETKLY
COVERFD AREA WITHIN BOUNDARY. OFTEN COVERAGE HAS LESS THAN I2.!
CC/SOR TEAN FLIGHT TRACK

OCEANOGRAPHIC LAIT'S FORECASTED SLICK LIHITS
NASA OVERFLIGHT COVKRhGK

~ CURRENT HETER DKPr.nYNFIIT
8 DRIFT CARD DROP
I DATA ~ BCOY

VESSEL ABBREVIATIONS

CRENICAL  FhTK! ACTIVITIES

4 HATER COLLV S~LE S!
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g HEAVY OIL CONCENTRATION  90-95.!

g NODERATE OIL CONCENTRhTIONS

D'YSIcAL OCEAIRIGIM?P}licAL AND TRhJEcTORY HZhsURENKNTs Q

Q RICNhRDSON CURRENT PROBE

Q ROTTON DRIFTER RELEASE
Q XBT DEPLOYED

SEDINENT SANI?LK s!

t RATER COLUNN AND SEDIMENT SANPLES
BIOMGICAI. ACTIVITIES.

Q FISH TRAVEL

~ MATER COLUMN PLANKTON TN' S!  BONGO NFT!
Q SURFACE PLhNKTON  NELSTON! TOW S!

BT-
DA�
DF.
EN
EV�
nc-
VI
'id F
H2

BITTERSWEET  USCG!
DALLAS  UscG!
DELAWARE II  NNFS!
ENDEAVoR  URr!
EVERGREEN  USCG!
OCF~B  fJHAI !
VIGI1ANT  USCG!
HHITFFOOT  USGS!
urEczND  PDLA"D � ~FS!
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